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ABSTRACT
Due to the current advances in technology, it
is both possible as well as feasible to track multiple
targets in a network centric environment. To this end,
the development and the design of a network centric
environment must be based on solid understanding of
the theoretical foundations and should yield required
performance in a control simulation. The paper
provides an overview of various issues involved in a
network centric sensor data fusion environment.
Besides discussing the conventional techniques to
resolve the sensor integration, registration,
association, and fusion issues, non-conventional
approaches, such as Fuzzy Logic and Viterbi based
methods are also be explored in this paper. In
addition, the design of a versatile simulation
environment based on a multi-tiered fusion
architecture to evaluate the sensor integration
techniques is presented.
Key Words: Target Tracking, Sensor
Architectures, Multiplatform Data Fusion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Target tracking is an integral part of
surveillance systems employing one or more sensors
to interpret the environment that include both targets
and false alarms. Typical sensor systems, such as
radar, infrared (IR), laser radar (LADAR), and sonar,
report measurements from diverse sources, targets of
interest and background noise sources such as clutter
and false alarms. The tracking objective is to collect
sensory data from the surveillance volume containing
one or more potential targets of interest and then
partition the sensory data into sets of observations
measured from the same target. The tracking
algorithm is composed of three steps between time
scans: prediction, data association, and state update or
filtering.
Sensor integration and registration is a
prerequisite to exploiting the inherent advantages of
multi-sensor systems over single sensor systems.
Using a single sensor, we can monitor objects with a
precision and accuracy that depend on the sensor
characteristics. By using multiple sensors to observe a

target, we can obtain multiple viewpoints, extended
coverage both spatially and temporally, reduce the
ambiguity and obtain a more precise estimate of
object kinematics than that which is possible through
the best individual sensor. Engineers can replace a
single very expensive sensor with many cheaper
sensors in a tracking scenario or employ a variety of
sensors to construct a comprehensive view of the
environment. This certainly is the case with a netted
sensory (network centric) system. For example, a
single sensor may have a blind azimuth (screening
angle) which an adjacent sensor may cover. In those
areas where sensor coverage overlaps, the quality of
object recognition and tracking is improved by the
additional data provided from overlapping sensors
which not only improves our estimate of object
kinematics, but also helps with its detection when the
environment is changing. From the military point of
view, multiple sensors provide diverse information,
which can be used by the decision-makers to derive
an appropriate response to perceived threats. As the
number of threats being monitored increases, the
difficulty in maintaining an accurate picture of the
environment grows exponentially. As such, the need
to develop state-of–the–art techniques capable of
functioning in a cluttered, dynamic environment
containing the objects of interest is of fundamental
importance to enhancing the survivability and
usefulness of a multi-sensory system.
The basic principles of Multitarget Tracking
(MTT) have been formulated in the early papers by
Wax [1] and Sittler [2] but these papers were written
before the widespread application of the Kalman
filtering techniques [3]. Bar-Shalom [4] and Singer
[5] can be credited of modern MTT schemes that
combine the data association techniques and Kalman
filtering theory. Starting with Farina and Studer [6], a
number of books, including [7-15], have been written
to address the numerous problems involved in
tracking multiple targets with one or more sensors.
The development and design of a network
centric environment must be based on solid
understanding of the theoretical foundations and
should yield required performance in a control
simulation. To this end, the paper provides an
overview of the integration, registration, association,
and fusion issues in a network centric environment.

Besides discussing the conventional techniques to
resolve the sensor integration, registration,
association, and fusion issues, non-conventional
approaches, such as Fuzzy Logic and Viterbi based
methods are also explored in this paper. In addition,
the design of a versatile simulation environment
based on a multi-tiered fusion architecture to evaluate
the sensor fusion techniques is presented.
2. DATA ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUES
Data association is a technique for
correlating observations from multiple sensors about
a target (track) in a surveillance volume. Because of
the uncertainty in the origin of each measurement due
to noise or clutter, the performance of the tracking
system depends on the data as sociation process.
Conventionally, several tracking algorithms have
been proposed ranging from the simpler nearest
neighbor standard filter (NNSF) [16] to the very
complex multiple hypothesis tracker (MHT) [17]. The
simpler techniques yield poor performance in
presence of clutter. The more complex MHT provides
acceptable performance but requires extensive
computational resources due to the storage of a large
number of hypotheses. Due to these difficulties,
recursive algorithms have been developed based on
the probabilistic data association (PDA) method
which uses a weighted average of all the
measurements falling inside the track’s validation
gate [4] to estimate the target states. The PDA is
considered to be the best compromise between
performance and complexity; however, in a low
signal-t o-noise ratio (SNR) environment, the PDA
does not yield acceptable performance. This is due to
the fact that at low SNR the target originated
measurements may fall outside the validation gate
and the PDA tracker may not able to estimate the
target states due to the limited size of the validation
gate. Recently, knowledge -based techniques have
been employed to solve the data association problem
in low SNR. The knowledge -based techniques
include fuzzy logic [18-20], neural net work [21 -23],
and the Viterbi technique [24 -27].
2.1 The Nearest-Neighbor
(NNSF)

Standard

Filter

In the NNSF, the validated measurement
nearest to the predicted measurement is used to
update the target state [16]. The distance measure to
be minimized is the weighted norm of the innovation.
It is the simplest method for data association which
maintains the single most likely hypothesis.
Sometimes, the nearest neighbor is not the
measurement originating from the target. Therefore,
the NNSF will sometimes use fals e measurements
while assuming that these are target originated
measurements or an observation falls in more than
one gate (i.e., belongs to more than one track or
target) and hence yielding erroneous target estimates.

2.2 The Optimal Bayesian Filter (OBF)
This approach is considered to be,
theoretically, the best Bayesian filter [9]. It is
assumed that there is only one target of interest and
there are an arbitrary number of observations due to
clutter or false alarms. In this method, the state is
decomposed according to the total probability
theorem in terms of measurements from the initial to
the present time, rather than in terms of only the latest
set of measurements as in the PDA and JPDA. In this
technique, the memory and computation requirements
increas e with time, therefore, the suboptimal
algorithms, which have lower computational
requirements, are more practical than the optimal
algorithm.
2.3 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT)
The MHT tracking algorithm was originally
developed by Reid [17] in the context of multitarget
tracking. This algorithm allows multiple hypotheses
to be propagated in time with certain hypotheses
emerging as likely and others as unlikely as data are
received over time. The algorithm manages the
hypotheses by propagating them over time, deleting
those that are unlikely, combining those that are
similar, and retaining those that remain. The metric
for ranking the hypotheses is simply a probability
defined over all existing hypotheses, with the
understanding that the optimal Bayesian inference
must be sacrificed by deleting hypotheses with small
but non zero probability.
There are two basic approaches to MHT.
The first is Reid’s algorithm [17] where the
hypotheses are continually maintained and updated as
measurements are received. This is the measurement oriented approach and is detailed in references
[15,17]. The second is the track-oriented approach
where tracks are initiated, updated, and scored before
being formed into hypotheses. The scoring process
consists of comparing the likelihood that the track
represents a true target versus the likelihood that it is
a collection of false alarms. Thus, unlikely tracks can
be deleted before the next stage in which tracks are
formed into hypotheses.
The measurement -oriented MHT technique
deals with the association of sequences of
measurements and the evaluation of the probability of
each association hypothesis [17] which yields the
probability of each established track or a new track
giving rise to a certain measurement sequence. The
latter feat ure allows consideration of track initiation
for new targets within the framework of the
algorithm. Unless one utilizes pruning techniques, the
algorithm is computationally very expensive.
2.4 Probabilistic Data Association (PDA)
The PDA is a technique of target tracking in
a cluttered environment [8]. The PDA filter assumes
that there is only one target of interest whose track
has already been initialized. The basic assumption of

the PDA filter is that the state is assumed to be
normally distributed according to the latest estimate
and covariance matrix. The PDA uses a weighted
average of all the measurements falling inside the
validation gate of a target. The estimate is calculated
as follows:
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where β i (k ) is the association probability of the
measurement z i, x̂ i (k + 1 | k + 1) is the estimate
associate with the ith measurement, and
x̂(k + 1 | k + 1) is the overall estimate. The association
probabilities based on the parametric model are [8]:
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Based on the nonparametric model, the association
probabilities are:
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where P D is the probability of detection, PG is the gate
probability, m k is the number of measurements inside
the validation gate, Vk is validation region, N [.;.,.] is
the Gaussian noise process, νi the innovation, and Si
is the innovation covariance.
2.5 Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA)
The JPDA is an extension of the PDA to the
case where there are a known number of targets in
clutter [13]. When there are several targets in the
same region, a measurement from one target can fall
in the validation gate of a neighboring target. This
behavior can happen many times during the tracking
process, resulting in persistent interference. Since the
PDA models all the incorrect measurements as
random interference with independent uniform spatial
distributions,
its
performance
can
degrade
significantly when the existence of neighboring
targets gives rise to interference that is not correctly
modeled. The JPDA algorithm computes the
probabilities of association only for the latest set of
measurements of various targets. The key to the
JPDA algorithm is the evaluation of the conditional
probabilities of the joint association events pertaining
to the current time. To reduce the computational load
of the algorithm, various pruning schemes such as the
depth first search have been explored in the literature
[28].
2.6 Fuzzy Data Association (FDA)

The conventional tracking techniques apply
the “all-or-none” criterion to the tracking problem. In
the target detection case, the signal detection is
accomplished by comparing the target signal against a
threshold. A detection is declared if the SNR exceeds
a certain threshold. If the SNR is below the threshold,
the detection algorithm will classify it as a non-target.
Similarly, in the data association problem a validation
gate is created around the predicted target position. If
the measurement falls within the validation gate, it is
considered as a target; otherwise, it is considered as a
non-target or false alarm. At lower SNRs, the
decision has to be made at the fuzzy boundaries. In
this case, the bivalent logic employed by the
conventional tracking techniques fails [18-20]. The
FDA tracker has been exercised against various target
profiles with different clutter densities. Simulations
[18,19] have revealed that the algorithm yields
acceptable results for the data at low SNR.
2.7 Viterbi Data Association (VDA)
The VDA is a recursive algorithm, which
provides a solution to the discrete linear optimization
problem. The VDA is based on a trellis in which,
from a given sequence of symbols, the most -likely
state transition sequence in a state diagram is
determined. The algorithm is based on the Markov
Process model. The shortest (optimum) path, based
on the likelihood function, across the trellis yields the
desired target track. The VDA has been applied to
many different areas in decoding, such as text
recognition, as well as estimation and detection
problems in digital communications. Recently it has
also found applications in target detection and
tracking [24-27]. An observation based VDA
algorithm shows a good tracking performance while
having low computation complexity [24, 25].
2.8 Remarks
The integer programming algorithm,
introduced by Morefield [29], which reveals that the
multitarget tracking data association can be expressed
as a discrete optimization problem for which
mathematical programming methods are applicable.
This approach solves the data association problem
using the method of 0-1 integer programming.
The Auction assignment algorithm [30]
seeks to maximize the gain. Thus, the elements in the
observation-to-track assignment matrix are best
chosen to be the score gains associated with the
allowed assignments (that pass gate tests). The
auction algorithm is composed of two phases: the
bidding phase and the assignment phase. The bidding
phase consists of finding the “best” track for each
unassociated observation and bidding for it. T he
assignment phase assigns a track to each observation
and removes a previous assignment if necessary. As
in real auctions, the algorithm converges more
quickly with larger bidding steps but larger bidding
steps may not achieve the optimal assignment.

The Jonker-Volgenant -Castanon’s algorithm
(JVC) is the shortest augmenting path based 2-D
assignment algorithm [31]. The computation
complexity of the JVC is O(n3). The three basic steps
of the JVC algorithm are: the initialization, the
augmentation, and the dual solution update.
The Probabilistic Multiple Hypothesis
Tracking (PMHT) algorithm [32] uses the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm and a
modified probabilistic model to develop a "soft"
association tracker. The PDA and the MHT
algorithms assume that a target can generate at most
one measurement per scan. The PMHT sacrifices this
constraint, and considers the measurement/target
association
process
as
independent
across
measurements. By doing so, it is able to render a
fully -optimal (under a modified assumption) tracker.
The associations become soft, governed by their
posterior
probabilities,
while
the
integerprogramming problem of target tracking becomes
continuous and amenable to an iterative "hillclimbing" method via the EM algorithm.
In
the
multidimensional
assignment
algorithm [33], the measurements in the last (S - 1)
scans are associated with the list of tracks, denoted as
S-D Assignment, and has been shown to be a feasible
alternative to MHT. The S-D assignment can be
viewed as an intelligent MHT within a window of
length (S-1). Unfortunately, for S > 2, the assignment
problem is NP-hard even under the assumptions of
zero false alarm and unity detection probabilities.
3. DATA FUSION ARCHITECTURES
In the surveillance environment, multiple
observations and existing knowledge are employed
using data fusion. Data fusion is a diverse field that
can employ methods of mathematics, probability,
operational
research,
industrial
engineering,
mathematics of computing, statistics, communication
and deci sion theory, fuzzy logic, uncertainty
management, estimation theory, image processing,
digital signal processing, computer science and
artificial intelligence in its functions. In this section,
we will review the existing data fusion models [34].
During 19 80, the intelligence cycle model, the Joint
Directors of Laboratories (JDL) model, and the Boyd
control loop (also called “Observe, Orient, Decide,
and Act” (OODA) model) were introduced. In 1990,
the Dasarathy model and the Waterfall model were
developed. Recently, the Omnibus model has been
proposed. These models identify the processes,
functions, and techniques applicable to data fusion as
information flows from the sources to the human
operator.

four phases; collection, collation, evaluation, and
dissemination. In the collection phase, raw
intelligence data are obtained. The sources are
electronic sensors or human derived sources. The data
is presented in the form of an intelligence report
which has a high abstraction level. In the collation
phase, the associated intelligence reports are
analyzed, compared, and correlated. In the evaluation
phase, the collated intelligence reports are fused and
analyzed. In the dissemination phase, the fused
intelligence is distributed to military commanders
who use the information to produce the required
decisions.
3.2 The JDL Model
The JDL model has been proposed by the
US Joint Directors of Laboratories Data Fusion SubGroup in 1985 [36]. The JDL model is divided into
five levels. At level 0, the pre-detection activities
such as pixel or signal processing, spatial or temporal
registration is present. Level 1 is concerned with
estimation and prediction of target locations, behavior
or identity. Level 2 investigates the relations among
entities such as force structure and communication
roles. Level 3 delineates sets of possible courses of
action and the effect on the current situation. Level 4
is an element of Resource Management used to close
the loop by re-tasking resources to support the
objectives of the mission.
The JDL model is not intended to prescribe a
strict ordering on the data fusion levels. This was
indicated diagrammatically by the use of an
information bus rather than a flow structure.
Nevertheless, data fusion system designers have
consistently assumed this ordering. Clearly, there is a
need from users to have an ordering while the authors
of the JDL model rightly defend the need for a model
which admits systems with different hierarchies at
different levels.
3.3 The Boyd Control Loop
The Boyd control loop (or OODA) [37] is
divided into 4 phases. The observe phase is
comparable to the JDL Level 0 and part of the
collection phase of the intelligence cycle. The orient
phase includes the functions of JDL Levels 1, 2 and 3.
It also includes the structured elements of collection
and the collation phases of the intelligence cycle. The
decide phase includes JDL Level 4 and the
dissemination activities of the intelligence cycle. The
act phase has no direct analogue in the JDL model
and is the only model that explicitly closes the loop
by taking into account the effect of decisions in the
real world.

3.1 The Intelligence Cycle

3.4 The Waterfall Model

The intelligence process [35] can be
described as a cycle that can be used for modeling the
data fusion process. The intelligence cycle comprises

The Waterfall [38] focuses on the processing
functions at the lower levels. The sensing and signal
processing levels correspond to JDL level 0. The

feature extraction and pattern processing levels
correspond to JDL level 1. The situation assessment
level corresponds to JDL level 2. The decision
making level corresponds to JDL level 3. The major
limitation of the Waterfall model is that the feedback
is not explicitly depicted.
3.5 The Dasarathy Model
The Dasarathy model [39] is based on
fusion functions rather than tasks and may
therefore be incorporated in each of the fusion
activities. Many researchers have identified the
three main levels of abstraction during the data
fusion process as decisions (symbols or belief
values), features (intermediate-level information),
and data (more specifically sensor data). As was
pointed out by Dasarathy, fusion occurs both
within these levels and as a means of transforming
between them.
3.6 The Omnibus Model
The Omnibus model [40] overcomes some
of the main limitations of the previous models while
capitalizing on their advantages. In the Omnibus
model, feedback is explicit and the previously
neglected concept of loops within loops is
acknowledged. The cyclic nature of the data fusion
process is made explicit by retaining the general
structure of the Boyd loop. The fidelity of
representation expressed by the Waterfall model is
then easily incorporated into each of the four main
process tasks. The levels in the process where fusion
may take place are explicitly indicated.
4. DATA FUSION TECHNIQUES
Many benefits can be derived from the
multisensor data fusion in multitarget surveillance
systems. The data from each sensor can be used to
complement the data from the other sensors to obtain
broader coverage and more accurate target state
estimates and ID decisions. This way we can
eliminate the false tracks and the countermeasures.
The tracking accuracy can also be improved using
similar sensor types such as distributed infrared
sensors or radars for position estimates. The actual
deployment of the automated multiple sensor systems
is very difficult since we have to accurately choose
the proper tracking architecture to get a more accurate
surveillance picture than what we can get using the
manual integration of data from the individual
sensors. The proper tracking architecture must
consider important issues such as time alignment and
synchronization of tracks and measurements, the
resolution of the sensors, data association using
dissimilar data, and the registration problem. The
multisensor data fusion has been widely used in the
last decade in the military application. The military
defense applications include the air-t o-air and
surface-to-air, strategic warning and defense,

battlefield intelligence, and maritime surveillance.
Non-military applications include civilian air traffic
control, monitoring of manufacturing processes,
robotics, condition-based maintenance of complex
machinery, and medicine.
For the air-t o-air and surface-to-air defense,
it is necessary to detect, track and identify aircraft at
proper ranges so that the defense weapons would
have enough time to respond to the threats. In the
strategic warning and defense scenarios, the aim is to
detect the strategic actions, to be able to identify and
track ballistic missiles and warheads, and to obtain
the information about the enemy's military activities
such as the enemy’s force distribution, movements,
and intention. In the battlefield intelligence, the aim is
to identify ground targets to get a better idea about the
enemy’s forces, tactics, and strategies. This system
utilizes the enemy’s order of battle and creates the
enemy database. This database should include the
identification, locations, and characteristics of the
enemy’s military units. T his would help one to
determine the enemy’s intent and situation and,
subsequently, evaluate the seriousness of a given
threat.
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Ther e are many data fusion algorithms [41],
e.g., centralized estimation fusion (CEF), central level
tracking topology, centralized measurement fusion
(CMF), generic decentralized fusion (GDF),
decentralized information type fusion (DIF), static
information fusion (SIF), sequential fusion (SF),
sensor level tracking topology, and decentralized
hybrid Multisensor Multitarget Tracker (MSMT). In
order to take the advantage of the centralized and the
decentralized fusion techniques, a Multi-tiered
generalized fusion architecture [42] has been utilized
to develop a testbed that includes dissimilar sensors
and various data association and tracking schemes.
The testbed called CASE-ATTI (Concept Analysis
Simulation Environment - Automatic Target Tracking
and Identificat ion) has been developed in the
department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at
the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) for the
Defence Research Development Canada–Valcartier
(DRDC-Valcartier). The testbed, as shown in figure
2, has been developed in a modular form using object
oriented C++. The architecture allows testing and
evaluation of each module independently, thus
making the overall testbed fault tolerant and robust.
Moreover, the testbed is platform independent, i.e., it
can be ported to any workstation.

Fig. 3 Ad Hoc Fusion Filter

5. MULTIPLATFORM FUSION
Multiplatform multisensor (MPMS) fusion
refers to fusing data from sensors which are
physically located at different platforms. Sensory
data are communicated between platforms through
datalinks. MPMS fusion has beco me an issue worthy
of attention on account of increased computation
capability, deeming MPMS multitarget tracking
fusion possible [43]. Perhaps the requirement for
MPMSfusion which receives the most attention is the
communication bandwidth required to com municate
data either between platforms (distributed fusion) or
from a platform to the central processing centre
(centralized fusion). Hong et al. [43] reduce the
communication requirements by compressing the data
using the wavelet transform whenever the t arget is not
maneuvering.
This is called adaptive-rate data
communication and results in an increase in meansquare error of less than one percent.

Durrant -Whyte et al. [44] describe the
architectures of decentralized multi-platform systems
with explicit distinctions made between hardware
components:
sensors,
data
processors,
and
communication modules. The author divides his
architecture into four components: the world module,
the sensor module, the estimation module, and the
communications module. The details of various
modules can be found in reference [44]. The various
algorithms are implemented in decentralized fusion
architecture.

Fig. 4 Optimal Hierarchical Estimator

Fig. 5 Federated No-Reset Filter

Fig. 6 Federated Zero-Reset Filter
Stromberg et al. [45] compare the
relationship between tasks (consumers) and servers
(producers) on each platform. Tasks “buy” processing
time from sensor agents while sensors sell their

services to tasks that consume it. When the combined
number of sensors and tasks is large, one of the most
important issues is the distribution of tasks among
sensors, i.e., which sensor to associate with which
task and at which time. This problem is known as
task allocation of processors in software engineering.
Two scheduling mechanisms are the best-first
method, in which the most important task is
scheduled first, and the brick method, in which slots
of individually planned actions are allocated when the
action is planned. The brick method utilizes a more
efficient scheduling scheme but will require a
complete re-scheduling each time an important but
late request for action arrives.
Four
candidate
architectures
for
multiplatform track fusion are described in Carlson
[46], namely: the ad hoc method, the optimal
hierarchical estimator (OHE) method, the federated
no-reset (FNR) method and the federated zero-reset
(FZR) method. These four methods are illustrated in
Figures 3 to 6, respectively. Carlson places the
majority of his emphasis on the FZR. The ad hoc
method reuses old information thus overweighing old
information and under weighing new information.
The other three methods discard old information after
its incorporation into the global track filter, although
each method discards the old information at different
stages. This way, only the information gained since
the last fusion cycle is transmitted. In the OHE
method, which is described in detailed in [47], there
is only one master global track filter (GTF). This
master GTF subtracts the old information from
successive filters instead of re-calculating the
information to be discarded for each platform. All
platform track filters (PTFs) are required to send their
solutions to the GTF at the same time and the GTF
must send its solutions back to the PTFs before
processing is resumed. This requirement for two-way
communication
increases
the
bandwidth
requirements. Overall, Carlson prefers the FZR
method and concludes the paper with a list of
advantages and disadvantages of the FZR over the
other methods. The majority of data fusion algorithms
assume that noise from multiple sensors is
independent; they do not take into account the fact
that the noise from two sensors measuring the same
target track may be correlated [48,49].

5. CONCLUSIONS
A brief overview of integration, registration,
association, and fusion techniques in a network
centric environment have been presented in this
paper. Besides discussing the conventional
techniques, non-conventional approaches such as
fuzzy logic and Viterbi algorithms have been also
discussed. A state-of-the-art simulation environment
exploiting a multi-tiered architecture was also
outlined. The testbed is constantly evolving by
incorporating the most effective and efficient tracking

and fusion techniques presented in the literature. To
assess the feasibility of the testbed, it has been
exercised against a number of scenario involving
realistic situations. The results are analyzed to finetune the overall simulation environment. Multiple
copies of the testbed will be utilized to emulate the
multiplatform network centric fusion system and its
performance will be assessed against various
scenarios.
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